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ST THOMAS THE APOSTLE NEWS 

Letter From the Headteacher 
 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 
 
It was great to welcome our students back at the  beginning of September, they all seemed happy to 
be returning and starting the new academic year. Of course they were joined by our new Year 7s and 
external Year 12s, they all have blended in seamlessly and are already part of our STAC community. 
Thankfully life at school returns to normal with no social distancing required however, clearly this 
pandemic is not over so we are still working hard to ensure everyone continued safety. 
 
On their first day I addressed all the students, and amongst other things, informed them of the  
successful GCSE and A Level results. These results ensure we remain one of the highest performing 
school in the country. Whilst I am proud that the students did realise this potential and as a school we 
have seen our best results ever, it certainly wasn’t in a manner that anyone of us could have expected, 
but I believe are a fair and honest reflection of the students hard work, outstanding teaching, our high 
expectations and the school’s history of outstanding success. 
 
It is also a testament to all the staff involved that we managed to ensure that no Year 13 was  
disadvantaged by what happened and secured our best university destinations ever and with 3  
securing Uxbridge places. 
 
It is clear to me, more than ever, that is it our community which is our strength – this school is so 
much more than the physical building. It is each and everyone of us playing our part that contributes 
to our school achieving our goals.   
 

With God’s grace and with your continued support I am confident of another productive and  
successful year. 
 
E. Connolly 
Headteacher 

14 Sept 2021 Autumn Term, Issue 1 

DATES FOR  
YOUR DIARY 

 Yr 11 Expectations 
Evening 
12.9.21 

 

 Remember to also check 
the website  

regularly  

     Open Evening 
 23.9.21 

 
Year 7 Parent Power 

15.9.21 

 

Open Mornings 
21 & 22 Sept 

PSHCE Day 
19.10.21 
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The start of the school year has already been full of excitement for our new prefect team. Immediately, 
we set to work to ensure that our new Year 7’s, and other new students and staff, felt welcome, and were 
proud to be a new part of the STAC community. As you can see from the list below, each Senior Prefect 
(blue blazer) role is individualised, and, as a team, we will strive to fulfil these roles with all the effort 
that we have in order to fully aid the school community. If you, as a parent, and/or a  
student (particularly the new Year 7’s) have any questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to speak to 
me, or any other blue blazer, and we will do our very best to help you in any way that we can. Hopefully, 
this year we will actually have a full year together, instead of COVID forcing us into another lockdown, so, 
with that said, we wish you all the best of luck and hope that you enjoy the full year ahead.   
 
Milo Gray 
Headboy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our New Prefect Team  

Position  Student 
Head Boy  Milo Gray 

Dept Head 1  Dapo Olugbodi 
Dept Head 2 Temidayo Fagbaye  
Dept Head 3 Jenovi Njiba 

Charity 1 Tyrell Smith 
Chaplaincy 1 Nathan Mensah 

Year 7 Jadau Ibuno 
Year 8 Kadeem Stephenson 
Year 9 Sahaid Mansaray 
Year 10 Emmanuel Adefusi 
Griffith  Alan Addae 
Jones  Ryan Lawot 
Rigby Joshua Ogundeyin 

Gunstone  Giuseppe De Meo 
BSU  Javell Grant 

Languages  Oma Udu 
Environmental George Seedhouse 

Sports  Morgan Francis 
Expressive Arts  Jonathan Otolorin 

Library  Willoughby Baars 
Wellbeing/Mentoring Jean-Luc Antonio 
Wellbeing/Mentoring Luca Strickland 

Pastoral  Tyler Whatle 
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Year 11 Headline Figures  
 
After what was another very difficult and unsettling year, it is my pleasure to report that the year 11  
students were awarded outstanding grades once again. For the second year running we are a little  
disappointed that they didn’t get the opportunity to sit the exams as we feel that they had the potential 
to be out best year ever, especially when it comes to progress made from year 7 to 11. 
 
An outstanding 87% of students achieved a standard pass in English and Maths, while 65% of pupils 
achieved and strong pass (grade 5) in both subjects.  
 
Highlights of our 2021 achievements include 100% pass rate in: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other notable subjects: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Please look on the website for all the results that will be updated through the year.  

 
Congratulations to all the students of STAC. We are extremely proud of you!  

 
Mr B. Gould-Elia  
Deputy Headteacher 

GCSE Results Success 

Biology (100% grade 7 and above) Chemistry (100% grade 7 and above) 

Physics (100% grade 7 and above) Art 

Business Studies Computer Science 

Drama Economics (100% grade 7 and above) 

Music Spanish 

Vocational Business Vocational IT 

Vocational Music Performing Arts 

Sport   

English 93% 

Maths 89% 

Combined Science 96% 

Geography 90% (43% at grade 8 and above) 

History 93% 

French 98% (45% at grade 8 and above) 

Italian 99% 

PE 95% 

Resistant Materials 92% 
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We are really proud and happy to announce the exceptional results of our 2021 A Level cohort. Despite 
incredibly challenging circumstances, our pupils have achieved exceptional results. The results are  
testament to hard work and close collaboration between staff, students and parents alike see our  
students heading off to prestigious universities.  
 
Particular highlights include: 
Average grade achieved by all A Level students is A 
Two thirds of all students achieved at least one A / A* grade 
Half of students achieved AAB or better across their 3 A Levels  
 
It was a particularly special year for us with some fantastic  
individual achievements, including Ryan, Abduraman, Amarie and 
Georgy who achieved a full sweep of A*s- a school record. We 
wish the whole cohort well as they go on to undergraduate  
degrees in Civil Engineering, Law, Economics, Psychology,  
Computer Science and Mathematics amongst many others and I 
hope you take the time to read their destinations which are  
really outstanding. Over 90% of all students in Biology, Computer 
Science, Economics, English Literature, French, Italian,  
Further Maths, PE, and Sociology achieved A*-B . 
 
We look forward to seeing what our current year 13 can achieve 
with the support of their teachers and families. We are sure they 
will build on this year’s success. 
 
Miss C. Rodin 
Joint Head of 6th Form 
 

SIXTH FORM NEWS 

A Level Results Success  
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Our year 12’s have made an excellent start to their STAC 6th for journey. On their induction day students 
were involved in various workshops and activities to give them a taste of what is to come. The ‘Live and 
Learn’ programme engaged them in ideas about time management, study skills and how to manage the 
transition into a more independent study approach. They were also involved in a goal setting workshop 
with Causeway Education to get these students thinking about their long term plans and potential  
destinations. A big thank you also to the year 12 tutors and 6th form team for making all of our students 
feel so welcome into the STAC family.  
 
Miss C. McWilliams 
Deputy Head of 6th Form 
  
‘Thus far, STAC has been nothing short of a challenging experience. I say this  
because from the minute I stepped through those two gates, I have been exposed to a whole new way of 
learning. Not just in the lessons or interventions but the very ethos of the school promoting “achieving 
excellence with care”. From my observation, STAC prides itself in the miniscule habits it installs in its 
students. They put emphasis on developing mindsets and attitudes as well as academics. They take 
pride in uniform and presentation and care very much about attendance. Through enrichment, they  
develop the whole person instead of simply breeding a student. However, when I 
say challenging it’s in a more positive light. STAC provides a healthy environment 
which continues to encourage its students to strive for more.’ 
 
Ela Otukpe  
Year 12 Student  
 

All year 12 students attended out enrichment fair on Wednesday 8th September to set out to them some 
of the exciting opportunities that they will have available to them this year. All year 12 students will  
engage in 4 rounds of enrichment across the year, to give them a wide range of skills, experiences and 
competencies. We are so lucky this year to have a huge range of enrichments and are so grateful to all 
the members of staff and external providers of this. Watch this space in the newsletter for weekly  
updates on how our students are getting on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Miss C. McWilliams  
Deputy Head of 6th Form  

SIXTH FORM NEWS 

Year 12 Induction  

Year 12 Enrichment  
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Despite another challenging year, I am delighted to announce that this has been our most successful 
year yet in terms of results and destinations.. Our students have gained university places at excellent 
and prestigious institutions with over 60% of our students going on to attend Russell Group universities, 
including Imperial College, University of Warwick, University of Birmingham and King’s College, London. It 
is especially pleasing as several students have received full scholarships which will mean they graduate 
with no debt, with two students attending university in America. Bomi is studying at Kamala Harris’ alma 
mater: Howard University and Victor is on a full scholarship at Connecticut College.  Two other students 
who will graduate with no debt are: Amarie and Emmanuella who are studying degree apprenticeships 
at: Accenture and Deutsche Bank, respectively. 
 
We are incredibly proud of our students for displaying resilience and determination in difficult  
circumstances and for continuing to exceed our expectations. Of particular note for our school, were our 
Oxbridge places. Juan will be attending Keble College, University of Oxford, Ryan and Karis will be  
attending the same college at University of Cambridge. Ryan to read Land Economy and Karis will be 
studying Human Social and Political Sciences. 
 
We look forward to hearing all about their future successes at their chosen institutions. 
 
Miss C. Rodin 
Joint Head of 6th Form 

SIXTH FORM NEWS 

UCAS Destinations  

Polly University of Nottingham Modern Languages with Business 
Temiloluwa University of Birmingham Sport, Exercise and Health Sciences 
Nihad University of Manchester Architecture 
Amarie Degree Apprenticeship Accenture  
Georgy University of Manchester Physics with Astrophysics 
Karis University of Cambridge Human, Social, and Political Sciences 
Juan Pablo University of Oxford Chemistry 
Joshua University of Bath Computer Science 
Larrissa King's College London, University of 

London 
Midwifery with Registration as a  
Midwife 

Rachael University of Warwick English and History 
Vincy University of Portsmouth Sport and Exercise Science 
Abdul University of Liverpool Politics 
Ogechi University of Essex Occupational Therapy 
Jengo Fatmata University of Birmingham Law with Criminology 
Kofi University of Essex Financial Economics and Accounting 
Esther University of Manchester Sociology and French 
Marie University of Portsmouth Pharmacy 
Kieran University of Warwick Global Sustainable Development 
Edward University of Nottingham Computer Science 
Daniel University of Nottingham Chemical Engineering including an 

 Industrial Year 
Hameed University of Nottingham Law 
Oluwasegun University of Nottingham Industrial Economics 
Adrian University of Warwick Global Sustainable Development  
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SIXTH FORM NEWS 

UCAS Destinations Continued  
Faramola Birmingham City University Law with Criminal Justice 
Aisha Aston University, Birmingham Chemistry 
Gabriel University of Birmingham Computer Science with an Industrial Year 
Abisola University of Manchester Accounting 
Emmanuel University of Liverpool International Relations 
Aisha University of Warwick Biomedical Science 
Malcolm University of Birmingham Economics 
Emmanuel Aston University, Birmingham Business Enterprise Development 
Chavel S University of Birmingham Economics and Politics 
Aaliyah University of Birmingham Sociology and Criminology with Year Abroad 
Emoyakpo University of Sussex Economics 
Nelly University of Nottingham Finance, Accounting and Management with a 

Placement Year 
Jonah King's College London, Universi-

ty of London 
Nursing with Registration as an Adult Nurse 

Calum University of Warwick Mechanical Engineering 
John-Samuel University of Kent Accounting and Finance and Economics with a 

Year in Industry 
Bertrand Aston University, Birmingham Psychology 
Oluwatoyosi University of Kent Management with a Year Abroad 
Alvin Brunel University London Sport, Health and Exercise Sciences 
Denishe University of Birmingham Economics 
Roberta Leah University of Warwick History and Politics 
Kauthar Imperial College Biomedical Sciences 
Elizabeth University of Warwick Mathematics and Statistics 
Ryan University of Cambridge Land Economy 
Anastacia University of Birmingham Master of Nursing (Child) 
Julia University of Leicester Law 
Oorebomi Howard University History 
Tarela University of Birmingham Political Economy 
Victor  Conneticut College, USA Liberal Arts 
Alexia  University of Birmingham Politics and Philosophy 
Kumba Nancy University of Bristol Social Policy with Study Abroad 
Grace University of Manchester  Sociology 
Benjamin  
Ayomide 

University of Westminster Biochemistry  

Emmanuelle Apprenticeship Deutche Bank  
Kiara  Aston University, Birmingham Law LLB 
Yahkiyah  University of Manchester  Law 
Daniel University of Liverpool Politics  
Samantha  Aston University, Birmingham Pharmacy 
Sharon University of Warwick Health and Medical Sciences  
Sharlene University of Manchester  Adult Nursing 
Camron University of Liverpool Computer Science with Software Development 

with a Year in Industry 
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SIXTH FORM NEWS 

UCAS Destinations Continued  
Oluwaseun University of East Anglia UEA Biochemistry with a Foundation Year 
Udoka University of Kent Biology 
Tye Aston University, Birmingham Economics and Management 
Cara University of Birmingham Nursing (Mental Health) 
Pradushan University of Liverpool Computer Science with Software  

Development with a Year in Industry 
Masie University of Birmingham Nursing (Adult) 
Isaiah University of Birmingham International Relations with Economics 
Casey Queen Mary University of London Economics 
Hamza Aston University, Birmingham Business Computing and IT 
Sadia University of Warwick Economics and Industrial Organization 
Emmanuel St Mary's University, Twickenham Business Management and Finance 
Grace Aston University, Birmingham Economics 
Fernando University of Nottingham Engineering and Physical Sciences with 

Foundation Year 
Oswald Liverpool John Moores University Chemistry 
Frederick University of Nottingham Electrical and Electronic Engineering  

including an Industrial Year 
Devante Lancaster University Economics 
Seblon Aston University, Birmingham International Business and Modern  

Languages French 
Samuel Football contract Charlton Atheltic  

James University of Hertfordshire Accounting and Finance 
Julia Aston University, Birmingham Biomedical Science 
Alan Loughborough University Chemical Engineering with Foundation Year 
Tegidankay University of Kent Law and Criminology 
Samuel Swansea University Aerospace Engineering with a Year in  

Industry 
Adam Kingston University Civil and Infrastructure Engineering (with 

Foundation Year) 
Ayodeji University of Liverpool Architecture 
Ose Beatrice University of Manchester Economics and Finance 
Jean-Pierre University of Birmingham Policy, Politics and Economics 
Theodora University of Nottingham Management 
Temitope University of Portsmouth Pharmacy 
Reme Aston University, Birmingham Accounting and Finance 
Paul University of Birmingham Law with Business Studies 
Janile City, University of London Radiography (Diagnostic Imaging) 
Abduraman University of Warwick Politics and International Studies  
Tyrone Aston University, Birmingham Mechanical Engineering 
Senned  University of Warwick Mechanical Engineering 
Daniel Aston University, Birmingham Business Enterprise Development 
David Aston University, Birmingham Chemical Engineering 
Tamara  University of Nottingham Neuroscience (4 years) 
Elhadj University of Reading Accounting and Management with Placement 

Experience  
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For our Mark Evison challenge we travelled to Scotland where we 
camped for 4 days, and on each of the days we visited a different 
landmark. On the first day we visited the stall falls which were about 2 
hours away from our campsite and took about an hour to climb. The 
weather was relatively good on the way there but it did start raining 
just as we got there which made the journey back more challenging,  
however we managed to get back to the campsite, thought it took 
longer for us to make our way down the path to the stall falls as the 
rocks which were on it were wet and very slippery. On the third day we 
climbed the Ben Nevis via the tourist route which was situated near to 
the campsite opposite the youth hostel. It took us about 4 hours on 
both the way up and down but we think it was worth it, the view there 
is amazing, and we were amazed to see the different plants that grew 
up there, we even saw some sheep which we took pictures of. The 
overall experience definitely challenged us mentally and  physically, 
all of the challenges which we attempted seemed more difficult than 
they actually were when we attempted them, which did give us a sense 
of relief. We learned a lot about what living outdoors was like as well, 
having to put up a tent, cooking using a little stove and also sorting 
our bags without over packing. The experience has definitely helped us in several ways, mainly it has 
taught us how to survive in the wilderness, but also has taught us the importance of spending time in 
nature, the whole experience really did take us out of our comfort zone in the city and put us in a  
situation which challenged us, but did not overwhelm us, which I think helped us grow a lot. We are so 
pleased we had this opportunity from Mark Evison charity.  
 
Sveltin Paunov 
Year 13 Student  

SIXTH FORM NEWS 

UCAS Destinations Continued  
Hawa Musu University of Warwick Sociology and Criminology 
Aiah Bockarie Swansea University Mechanical Engineering with a 

Foundation Year 
Jhohann University of Leicester Modern Language Studies 
Zdenosen University of Leicester Psychology 

Mark Evison Challenge  
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Instrument Lessons 
We ended last year on a high with around 40 students successfully passing long-awaited instrument  
exams! Congratulations to all but a special mention goes to Adeyemi Odunayo(Grade 1 Violin) , Adedayo 
Adetona(Grade 5 Violin) and Thomas Baars(Grade 5 Voice) for achieving Distinctions! 
  
Instrument lessons are due to start in the week beginning 20th September and parents should have  
received a letter regarding this through ParentPost. Please ensure you are prompt in replying and  
making the necessary payments for this and please contact me if you have any queries regarding  
instrument lessons. 
  
Trials for Yr 7 boys wishing to continue learning instruments they started in primary school will also start 
from 20th September and I will contact you should your son be successful in gaining a place. Trials for 
new starters will take place after half-term. 
  

Gospel Choir 
Gospel Choir rehearsals will start again on Wednesday 22nd September. Anyone who would like to  
continue or join in Gospel Choir should sign-up with Mr Morgan.  
 

Mr J. Morgan 
Head of Music  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Open Evening  

Music Department Update  
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What is oracy? 
Oracy is all about being able to express yourself well through speech.  

 
 
 
 
Why the focus? 
It is widely researched (and also common sense!) that those who 
are able to express themselves confidently and fluently are more 
likely to thrive in their lives. We have also identified that whilst our 
students are brilliant at achieving excellent exam results, they are 
not always on a level playing field with their peers when it comes to 
oracy. This year, we will have a big push, endeavouring to teach and 
coach pupils explicitly how to use their voice to good effect. We will 
reward those who show improvement or excellent skill. 

 
Here are some of the things you could try, to support at home: 
 Engage your child in conversation as much as possible. Ask them how their day was, what they 

learnt. Did they learn any new interesting facts or complicated words? 
 Ask your child what they are currently reading. All students in Years 7 – 9 will be reading a book in 

their form groups. What is the book about? Who are the main characters? 
 When there’s the opportunity to speak over text, take it! If you’re ordering a takeaway, you could ask 

your child to phone to order instead of using the app. In a restaurant? Don’t order on behalf of your 
child – encourage them to do it with confidence. 

 When speaking to relatives or family friends on the phone, bring your child into the conversation 
too! 

 Encourage your child to spend some allotted time every day away from screens so they have a 
chance to engage fully in conversation. 

Mr S. Parratt  
Assistant Headteacher 

We were shortlisted and chosen as the Winner of The School of the Year Award at We Belong's 2021 
Youth Summit Awards. 
 
We won due to our support for students with precarious status. Our commitment to working with We  
Belong (a charity to help migrant students to access appropriate funding for university) through  
trainings and visits has been recognised as highly commendable. This 
award reflects all the hard work of our staff who work tirelessly to  
support our young people reach their full potential. 
 
Miss C. Rodin 
Joint Head of 6th Form  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Focus on Oracy 

Winner of The School of the Year Award at We Belong's 2021 Youth 
Summit Awards 
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STAC Healthy Food Competition  

Healthy Food Competition 

Success criteria
Your entries should focus on : 
• Using colour pencil, paint or 

pastel.(attention to tonal 
range of shading and 
blending colour.

• Zooming in on the detail of 
shape, texture, Highlights 
and shadows created by 
light.

£10.00
Hamper
Voucher

To be won  

Submit your 
entries to 
Madam 

Daly/Christie for a 
chance to win the 

prize  

Create imaginative observational studies of healthy food(s)

Closing deadline :
Ist October 2021

Art & Design Project  

Above and Beyond  

Expectation 

Year 8 are studying the theme of Circus in Art 

and Design this term, they are looking at the 

performing acts and artists who are inspired by 

the “Big Top” with a view to create their 

own puppets.

Students were asked to create a graphic  

poster design to advertise a new circus in 

the local area as an independent learning 

task.

Oliver De Sousa a young man who is 

skilful with the technique of Origami, spent 
seven hours making small paper sections 
which formed a circus juggling prop as an 
additional homework for his project. Double Achievement Points 

awarded and entered for 

Artists Homework of the term 
Well done Oliver 
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If you have purchased a locker key/replacement locker key please let the Finance Office 
know and we will issue a locker key for you. Any other issues you are having with the 
lockers please also let us know so we can help. 
 
Finance Team 
 

Please be aware that the school operates a cashless dinner money system and that the facility to top up 
accounts and check balances is open to all parents whether via the internet or via shops displaying the 
paypoint sign.   
 
Parents should also be aware that this can take between 24 and 48 hours to clear. 
 
No top up or balance checking facility will be available via the school office, so all parents will need to 
make a concerted effort to ensure all money is cleared and available for their son to use in good time. 
 
Finance Team 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Language 

Struggling to complete your TIL homework effectively?

Need a new password?

Having a problem completing a task?

Want to join TIL competition and win a prize? Eg. Football shirts/pizza/free lunch?

Join Ms Benati in P16!

Wednesday

3PM

Locker Keys 

Parent Pay 
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St Thomas the Apostle College 
Sport Extra-Curricular Timetable 2021-22 

 
Monday  

 
Tuesday 

  
Wednesday  

 
Thursday  

  

 
Friday  

  
 

AM 
(Teams) 
7—8am 

 
Yr 7 Football 

3G 
 

 
Yr 8 Football 

3G 
 

 
Yr 9 Football 

3G 
 

 
Yr 10 Football  

3G 
 

Yr 11 Football  
 3G 

Yr 11/Academy 
Basketball 
Sports Hall 

 

  
 

Yr 9/Yr 10 
Basketball 
Sports Hall 

  

Yr 11/Academy  
Basketball 
Sports Hall 

 

Yr 7/8  
Basketball 
Sports Hall 

 

      

After 
School 

3-4:15pm 

Monday  
 

Tuesday 
  

Wednesday  
 

Thursday  
  

 
Friday  

  
 

Yr 7 & 8 Rugby 
(External) 

3G 
  

Teacher  
Meetings 

  

Yr 7 & 8 Football 
(no team players 

allowed) 
3G 

 

Yr 9 & 10  
Football (no 
team players 

allowed) 
3G 

 

Yr 12 & 13 
Football 

3G 
 

Table Tennis 
(all years) 

Sports Hall 
  

Yr 11/Academy  
Basketball 
Sports Hall 

 

BBA Fixtures 
Sports Hall 

 

 
  

Girls  
Sport/Netball 

Sports Hall  
 

After 
School 

 

Monday  Tuesday Wednesday  Thursday  
 

Friday  
  

 

Basketball  
Academy 
Training  

4:30—5:30 

BBA Fixtures 
4:30—5:30  

Basketball 
Extended  
Training 

4:30—5:30 

 

 

Yr 11/6th Form 
Gym  

3:00—4:00 

  

Yr 11/6th Form 
Gym  

3:00—4:00 

6th Form Girls 
Gym  

3:00—4:00 

Swim Elite 
(selected  
students) 
3:00—4:00 

Swim Open 
Session 
(Lunch) 

 
Swim Open 

Session 
(Lunch) 

Swim Open 
Session 
(Lunch) 

All students are welcome to attend clubs for their respective year groups. They need PE kit including 
trainers, and swim wear including a towel for swim clubs. Thank you, The PE Department.  
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YEAR 7 
Oliver Boateng: Excellent effort and achievement in Art.  
Kori Holness, Alexis Thompson & Chibueze Ukachukwu: Excellent effort and  
progress in Art. 
Jalani Millington, Matias Pozo Saraguro & John-Paul Hughes: Excellent effort and 
progress in Resistant Materials. 
Alfred Hern, Joshua Sesay, Elijah Imevbore, Zephaniah Newman, Samuel Hawkins, 
Charles Kaba, Etiosa Erhabor & Vinh Nguyen: Excellent effort and achievement in 
Food Technology. 
 
YEAR 8 
Jubril Akanbe, Roderick Rodrigues & Chiemeka Chinedu: For a fantastic start to the 
new school year. 
Isaac Martins: Produced a really good piece of work for Geography at home, which 
he had done of his own accord, the extra research really helped in class with  
answering questions.  
Jacob Laskowski & Ethan Saldanha: Excellent effort and achievement in Art. 
Llewelyn Charles & Chiemeka Chinedu: Excellent effort and progress in Art. 
Ainsley Guure, Lewis Briggs, Ethen Artea & Ahmed Thomas: Excellent effort and 
progress in Resistant Materials.  
Shane Colubali, Adriel Bah, Emil Devlin, Abdirahman Jama, Enoch Barnigbade, 
Enoch Kolawole, Ayomide K.Abiola & Cameron Stephenson: Excellent effort and 
achievement in Food Technology.  
 
YEAR 9 
Francis Okwudili & Coredell Reynolds Richardson: For trying so hard at the start of their RE GCSE. 
Daniel Adefusi & Adam Longhurst: For a really positive start to RE GCSE. 
Senna Okeowo, Alistair Neilson & Caleb Palmer: Impressive start to the year in  
English.  
Caleb Palmer & Adrian Davis: Excellent effort and achievement in Art. 
Jeremy Yartley, Hugo Santos, Santiago Hurtado Valencia, Jayden Bakare, Sammy Konan, Senna Okeowo, 
Tyrese Ajudua, Dominic Azares, Shyke White, Stjuart Prekndreaj, Jake Nealon, Donovan Mhondiwa & Henri 
Bissett: Excellent effot and progress in Art. 
David Orhenomare, Jaidyn Goldbourne, Alister Neilson & Cairo Chambers-Richards: Excellent effort and 
progress in Resistant Materials.  
 
YEAR 10 
Kywan Jn-Pierre & Arnold Graden: For a great start to RE the year they complete their GCSE. 
Juan Jimenez Paredes & Thomas Baars: Impressive start to the year in English.  
Dillon Dakarai & Emmanuel Babafemi-Ifede: Excellent effort and achievement in Art.  
Joshua Djembo & Jamai Jones: Excellent effort and progress in Art.  
Jalani Millington, Matias Pozo Saraguro & John-Paul Hughes: Excellent effort and progress in Resistant 
Materials. 
 
YEAR 11 
Alan Addae & Joel Bekoe: Excellent effort and achievement in Art.  
Anthony McDermott, Jacob Leslie & Taylan Orakci: Excellent effort and progress in Art. 
Neftali Morales & Ryan Lallaway: Excellent effort and achievement in Food Technology. 
 
YEAR 13 
Victor Babalola: Taking a proactive approach to A-Level English lessons and  
reading ahead before lessons. 
Carey Akpotor & Sherise Morrison: Impressive start to the year in English.  
 
 

Roll of Honour 
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Safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children in our 
school is the  responsibility of the whole school community. 
All adults working in this School (including visiting staff, vol-
unteers and students on placement) are required to report 

instances of actual or suspected child abuse or neglect to the 
Designated Safeguarding Lead who is a member of the 

school’s  leadership team. 
 

The Designated Safeguarding Lead is:  
Mr C. Smart, Deputy Headteacher  

c.smart@stac.southwark.sch.uk   tel: 0207 639 0106 ext 2149 
 

The Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead is: 
Miss C. Rodin, Assistant Headteacher  

c.rodin@stac.southwark.sch.uk   tel: 0207 639 0106 ext 2143 


